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Here it is - it does not mention you. Tracy did say that she expects the reporter to continue writing additional stories 
though, and he referenced a VVikileaks cable about a meeting you had in Mexico. Not sure where he's going with that 
one, but we'll keep on top of this. 

I'TF Let Hundreds of U.S. Weapons Fall into I-lands of Suspected Mexican 
Liiii- Liiiiiers  

1„-j to score a major prosecution of lvlexican drug lords, feder:ilni,.-,,..ut. , cs and th ,-_- I ,'. , 11 , : ill ■ .1 	...h .I101_ ' 10hZ1C). I 11 , '.111i1 —Hid I • 1 ,1i ■ cs  permitted 
I lulu lieds of guns to be purchased and retained by suspected stm.: 1.0H. -I.:, . ith the eN,-._ tA,H I II it-, i !light cross the I. , t. , 1 It-i . -,ip I h-• ,-ii be used in crimes 

while the case was being built, according to documents and interviews. 

The decision — part of a Phoenix-based operation code named "Fast and Furious" — was met by strong objections from some front-line agents who 
feared they were allowing weapons like AK-47s to "walk" into the hands of drug lords and gun runners, internal agency memos show. Indeed, scores of th 

kapon._ 

s came back quickly traced to criminal activity. 

e of those front-line agents who objected, John Dodson, 39. told the Center for Public Integrity that these guns are going to be turning up in crimes on 
I. , oth sides of the border for decades." Dodson said in an interview that "\Nith the number of guns we let walk, we'll never know how many people were killed 

raped, robbed ... there is nothing we can do to round up those guns. They are gone." 
Dodson has taken his misgivings to the Senate Judiciary Committee as a whistieblower after his concerns were dismissed by his supervisors and initially 

ignored by the Justice Department's inspector general. 

Sen. Charles Grassley. the panel's top Republican — W -io is spearheading a probe of ATE's actions - said its time to step back and examine the policy. 
Two of the guns involved in the sting operation turned up at the scene of a fatal shooting of a U.S. agent. 

The Justice Department said today that Attorney General Eric Holder has asked the departments acting inspector general to evaluate the concerns about 

ATE'simme 

I
dson told the Center he and several of his colleagues wanted to intercept some of the weapons but their objections were repeatedly overruled by ATE 

pervisors. The supervisors instructed them to simply record the straw purchases in a database, flag them as "suspect," and monitor the suspected gun 

nners until evidence piled up about their connections to Mexican drug lords. 
e -tactics employed in the Fast and Furious case were part of an evolving change in the strategic direction of firearms investigations. ATE officials told ti 

11 enter. 

ia

rk Chait. ATE's assistant director in charge of field operations, told the Center he personally decided to change the strategy in September 2010 after 
ars of futile efforts to interdict guns from small-time straw buyers with little hope of dismantling major drug trafficking organizations in Mexico. The 

iency's earlier focus on straw buyers was criticized last fall in a review by the Justice Department's inspector general of ATF's border effort, known as 
''roject Gunrunner. 

:II addition, ATE officials have so far been frustrated in efforts to persuade the White House to implement even a simple change in firearm sales reporting 

qui rements to help detect possible gun-running at the border. 
Lhen we look at the complexities of the organizations working around the border of Mexico, just dealing with the lowest level purchaser, the straw 

1 , urchaser, doesn't get you to the organizer, the money people and the key people in that organization to shut that dovin. We found that if we don't attack 

if' organization an hiit the organization down, they will continue to move guns across the border,' Chait told the Center. "Its kind of a somewhat 
mmon sense apr , i,. , .:,.litl 1. - ,i, ri-  you don't get to the higher-level folks that are making the calls, then guns will continue to cross the border." 
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lit right now to see it it needs to be tweaked in any way. 

e Fast and Furious investigation was initiated in October 2009, eleven months before Chaffs formal policy change. 

ith direct blessing of ATE headquarters in Washington and supervision by the U.S. attorney's office in Phoenix, a special ATF strike force known as 
oup VII was given permission to let federally licensed gun shops continue selling weapons to straw buyers already linked to a suspected Mexican gun 

nning operatioi 

'fficials told the Center that ATE allowed about 1,705 firearms over the 15 months of the operatiOn to pass from gun dealers to the suspected straw buyers 
Iliat were the accomplices of the gun running ring. Another 233 weapons had been bought by the suspects prior to the ATE operation starting, bringing the 

, tal number of guns in the case to 1998., 
1._ f those, 797 of the guns were eventually recovered as a result of criminal activity on both sides of the border — including 195 from inside Mexico — aftei 

Iliev were  s 	. ,-. 	s ,s ..c_ted  during arrests or interdicted through other law enforcement operations the officials told the Center 

Understanding the Risks 

:ase summary sent to Ali- neaaquarters TOOK note or - firearms Deing recovered in me r<epurptic Of P,I, •IL . ■ or oninear tne u/Iviexico border. 

TF is attempting to not only secure a straw purchase/dealing in firearms without a license case a5i.:,111.:,t ....rious individuals but more specifically to make 

igger connection to the Mexican Cartel/Drug Trafficking Organization (DTO) obtaining these firearms for the best possible case and the most severe 
arges when it is time to Indict this case," the memo read. 

Dpdson said his supervisors seemed pleased when one of the guns the agency had let "walk" showed up in a crime in Mexico. They were "elated every 

tine a gun was recovered in Mexico" because they "saw it as proving the nexus that we were dealing with a real drug trafficking group." 
_Ewit the investigation dragged on for 15 months, in part, documents show, because the Justice Department was slow to approve a wiretap and bring 

1 •rosecutions. Memos reveal that ATE supervisors were frustrated by the delays, but let straw buyers and suspected gun runners continue to move scores. 
E'en hundreds of guns a month, internal agency memos show. 

Ell April 2, 2010 memo from the strike force leader to the Justice Department disclosed that ATE watched as targeted suspects purchased 359 guns in the 

United States in March 2010 alone. 
The case summary sent to ATE headquarters in summer 2010 gave a much higher number. 

- To date over 1,500 firearms have been purchased since October 2009 for over one million ($1,000,000.00) cash in over-the-counter transactions at 

various Phoenix area" gun dealers, the memo said. 

rme of the field agents became increasingly incensed. 

othing happened. We're monitoring the same buyers buying the same guns from the same dealers at the same rate and we're not stopping any of it," 
L ,DCISOIl recalled. 

Ii
i• • tations in the case files reviewed by the Center show ATE received several "trace" reports of guns they had let pass to straw buyers showing up in 

minal cases in iVlexico or on the U.S. side of the border. 
:11November 2009, for es/ample, four 7.62 caliber weapons were recovered in Naco. Mexico only two weeks after one of the suspects had purchased them! 

. ,--So, in July 2010 a Romanian AK-47 variant was recovered in Navojoa. Mexico, the records say. 

L ,DCIS011, who told the Center he expects to be fired for speaking out, said four of the seven agents on the strike force had strong reservations about what 
ley were being instructed to do. The three others, he said, backed the approach. Dodson's biggest fear was that some of the guns would eventually f 

.:;ed against law enforcement. 
at fear was soon realized. 

Raises Questions 

LJI l..11 . IIIG JA-1,l/l , I.1,3 lieu JUL1 

December, two weapons recovered at the scene of a murdered Customs and Border Protection agent, Brian Terry. were traced to the ATE operation, 
according to Sen.Grassley. 

- This may be a well-intended policy, but when you have agents on the ground for months questioning what's going on, and a Border Patrol agent is killed, 

it's time to take a step back and check to see if the policy has gone awyy," Grassley told the Center. 
The ATF said in a statement today that neither gun recovered at the scene appears to be the weapon that killed Terry. and may simply been left behind by 

Ilie criminals. "At this time, we're not aware of any forensic evidence that would link these guns to the homicide," the agency said. 
li -assley said his committee has interviewed numerous ATE agents, including Dodson, who have come forward to raise concerns about the Fast and 

F-urious operation and the potential danger of ATF's approach. 

- The ATE clearly had plenty of information on the bad guys. The problem wasn't the fact that the guns weren't being reported, it was that the ATE didn't act 
on the information they had," the senator said. 

- We heard from more than a dozen people who brought forward allegations of wrongdoing at the ATF. What Agent Dobson has done by risking his careei 

in an effort to expose the truth is patriotic. He is guilty of only one thing: committing truth," Grassley added. 
r ■ odson said he feels responsible for Terry's death by being part of the ATE operation. He said he saw no other option but to go public — even if meant 

1. ,-iing fired — because he and his fellow agents' concerns were ignored by supervisors. 
Dpdson said after his supervisors rejected the agents' concerns, he filed a whistieblower complaint both by Web and phone to the Justice inspector genera:d 

I. , ut was never contacted. He then approached Grassley. keeping his current supervisor on a joint terrorism task force apprised of his whistlebloWng 

„rtivities. Eventually, the inspector general contacted Dodson after Grassley intervened. 

Ih
F supervisors told agents who disagreed with the strategy that "if you are going to make an omelet you've got to scramble some eggs," Dodson said 

at was the attitude. I took it to mean that whatever crimes these guns were going to be involved in, those were the eggs, those were acceptable." 

Dpdson said that another time a supervisor told him, - Its kind of a moot argument. They're going to get those guns somewhere.' But my feeling is we 
ouldn't be making it easier for them." 

ternal agency memos show ATE supervisors dismissed the ob 	 th jections of agents in e Group VII strike force, insisting the prize of getting permission to I l  
n a wiretap and eventually rolling up a major gun or drug gang in iVlexico merited the risks. There were even comments interpreted by the agents as veile,.1 

- eats that they could lose their jobs if they didn't fall in line. 

his is a time we all need to pull together, not drift apart," Group VII supervisor David J.Voth wrote to his strike force team in March 2010, acknowledging I 
- there may be a schism developing amongst the group." 

- If you don't think this is fun you're in the wrong line of work — period l This is the pinnacle of domestic U.S. law enforcement techniques. After this the too 

box is empty." Voth mote. 
aybe the Maricopa C .qiiity Jail is hiring detention officers and you can get paid 	'., 	H 	(instead of $100,0001 to ,i ...-_- Ill u_ II Z.' II 1111. I :. ..- dIday." 

• 	tl I Ill UOILIel I llJleLLluIlclyellLLulllrlJIlleudrlarrrreuuarlulJl yclrlyotelecllur ly 

ime of the guns they left behind \Nere traced back to \Neapons purchased by one of the suspects tc 
S. Border Patrol agent Brian A Terry was fatally shot north of the Arizona-Mexico border in Decei 

miarants Two \Neapons recovered at the scene were traced to the ATF's Fast and Furious operatil 

Tie of the guns they left behind were traced back to weapons purchased by one of the suspects targeted by Fast and Furious. Dodson said. 
S. Border Patrol agent Brian A. Terry was fatally shot north of the Arizona-Mexico border in December while trying to arrest bandits who target illegal 

Tiigrants. Two weapons recovered at the scene were traced to the ATF's Fast and Furious operation, according to Sen Charles Grassley.Then in 
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Plagued 
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h_;',/ spring 2010, Voth appealed to the Justice Department for some "urgency" as the number of weapons ATF let through was growing 

:Ilan April 2, 2010, email to one of his supervisors and an assistant U.S. attorney in Phoenix. Voth wrote there was "no pressure but perhaps an increased 

: ,nse of urgency." The strike force supervisor noted that March 2010 was deadliest month in five years in Mexico and also yielded some of the largest 

1 
 vement of weapons from Fast and Furious. 

ur subjects purchased 359 firearms during the month of March alone, to include numerous Barrett .50 caliber rifles," Voth wrote. "I believe we are 
hteous in our plan to dismantle this entire organization and to rush in to arrest any one person without taking into account the entire scope of the 

nspi racy would be ill advised to the overall good of the mission. 

acknowledge that we are all in agreement that to do so properly requires patience and planning. In the event, however. that there is anything we can do 
cilitate a timely response or turnaround by others, we should communicate our sense of urgency with regard to this matter." 

ne months later, Fast and Furious finally bore some fruit. 

– Jan. 25, 2011 — 15 months after the operation was launched and one month after the agent's death along the border — the primary suspect nail 
the strike force case file, Jaime Avila, was indicted along with 19 alleged cohorts in Arizona. The 53-count indictment included 35 counts of making a fals 

statement in connection with the acquisition of firearms. Avila has pleaded not guilty. 
- The massive size of this operation sadly exemplifies the magnitude of the problems," said U.S. Attorney Dennis Burke at the time. "Mexican Drug Lords g 

shopping for war weapons in Arizona." 

When asked for comment on the office's role in the ATF operation, a spokesman for the U.S. attorney's office in Phoenix noted today That federal 
prosecutors along the Mexican border have been pressing for tougher penalties, against straw buyers who traffic arms to Mexico. 

William Newell, special agent in charge of the ATF's Phoenix office, announces the indictments that emerged from the Fast and Furious investigation on 

25 in Phoenix. ATF officials say Newell is slated to become the agency's new attachA( ,= to the Mexican government. Credit: Matt York/Associated 
essDodson said some of the cooperating gun dealers who sold weapons to the suspects at ATF's behest initially had concerns and wanted to end their 

les. One even asked whether the dealers might have a legal liability, but was assured by federal prosecutors they would be protected, he said. 
e case logs show ATF supervisors and U.S. attorney's office lawyers met with some of the gun dealers to discuss their "role" in the case, in one instanc 

far back as December 2009. 

ncerns about ATF's approach even extended outside the ATF office in Phoenix. 
ssley's office said it has gathered evidence and testimony that Darren Gil, the ATF's then-attache to the Mexican government in Mexico City, also 

ected to the Fast and Furious strategy. He worried it might be viewed by the administration of Mexican president Felipe Calderon as a misguided 

proach that only armed drug lords for more violence. 
e atbche. Grassley said, raised his objections to ATF headquarters but was told supervisors there already knew about the operation. Gil was eventual! 

-roved from his job, and retired. His planned replacement is the special agent-in-charge in Phoenix during the operation, William Newell, ATF officials 
ti d. 

il declined to be interviewed. 

hind the Det3ate 

who once ran the inter-agency El Paso Intelligence Center, said: "I can't comprehen 

I um one of our agencies could allow weapons to flow if we knew that they could end up in the hands of the cartels, and then be utilized to kill people." 

srespected former ATF executive, Jim Cavanaugh, conceded that allowing guns to reach the streets may have been a mistake. "But the alternative 
PI gument could be, 'Well I could have got one or two guys. But that would have allowed a ring of 30 to 40 to 50 gun traffickers to operate for two or three 

'lore years, and they could have pumped thousands of guns into Mexico,' " he said. 

:.illat other factors might have influenced ATF to let guns "walk" rather than confiscating them immediately and arresting the straw buyers? 
''.3i -t of the answer may lie in the sort of frustration experienced by ATF in an earlier Phoenix case against firearms dealer George I knadosian, who own& 

pp
store called X Caliber Guns. 

L zens of Romanian WASR 10 weapons bought by suspected straw buyers at X Caliber were eventually recovered at Mexican crime scenes, but 

:wthorities could not make a successful case against I knadosian in 2009, alleging that he was part of a conspiracy trafficking firearms to Mexico. Federal 

Hosecutors declined to take the case because federal courts were increasingly ruling that purchasers had to be barred from buying weapons in order fol 
..lealer to be prosecuted. State prosecutors stepped in and charged I knadosian with fraud, conspiracy and money laundering, but a state judge dismissed 

11 le case, using similar logic as the federal courts. 

I
er a deadly shootout with suspected members of the Beltran-Leyva cartel on May 26th, 2008, that left eight policemen dead, authorities seized a variety 
guns, including seven AK-47s, as well as 36 magazines, and 500 rounds of ammunition, according to ATF investigative reports. Credit: ATFATF official 

re also facing a Justice Department inspector general's review of Operation Gun Runner — a review which ultimately criticized the agency in Novembei 
2;10 for not aiming higher in its border gun probes. 

- ATF's focus remains largely on inspections of gun dealers and investigations of straw purchasers, rather than on higher-level traffickers, smugglers, and 

Ilieultimate recipients of the trafficked guns," the report said 
Jecause there is no federal firearms trafficking statute. ATF must use a wide variety of other statutes to combat firearms trafficking. However, cases 

I.'ought under these statutes are difficult to prove and do not carry stringent penalties — particularly for straw purchasers of guns," the report noted. 

- As a result, we found that [U.S. Attorney's offices] are less likely to accept and prosecute Project Gunrunner cases. And when these cases are prosecute 
and convictions obtained, Federal Sentencing Guidelines categorize straw-purchasing-related offenses as lesser crimes." 

The contretemps occurs just as Mexican President Felipe Calderon met today at the White House with President Barack Obama 
The presidential get-together was already expected to be tense, as friction has arisen over leaked American diplomatic exchanges that criticized the 

I
exican government. The cables, some of them classified secret, were disclosed by the Wikileaks website. 

an  interview last week with El Universal, one of Mexico's leading newspapers. Calderon said that U.S. Ambassador Carlos Pascual's "ignorance has 
nslated into a distortion of what is happening in Mexico" that has caused "an impact and an irritation in our CAtill team." 

he has several times, Calderon complained to El Universal that the American government has done lithe to curb the nation's demand for drugs or stop 

flow of weapons across the bordei 
he institutional cooperation ends up being notoriously insufficient," Calderon said. 

rdan, the former senior DEA official, said the ATF's policy in Fast and Furious "supports President Calderon's complaint that the U.S. is not doing neat 
:III it can to stop the flow of weapons into Mexico." 

''Liblicly, ATF and Justice have tried to downplay any notion it would let guns knowingly flow to straw buyers to Mexican drug lords. 

:•lewell, the special agent in charge in Phoenix, was asked at a news conference after the Avila indictment whether his agency would ever let guns 
iowingly cross the border. Newell answered, "Hell, no." But, he said, suspects under surveillance sometimes elude agents, which could result in guns 

inding up in Mexico. 

assley 0,. , t .:, :111111.:II 
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nsported them into iviexico. /.--\ IF, the letter added, makes -- every effort to interdict weapons that have been purchased illegally and prevent their 

nsportation into Mexico." 

-assley told the Center he now believes those representations are contradicted by the documents his sta ff has gathered and the testimony of agents like 
dson. The Justice Department and the ATF put up a wall to mislead the American people and were less than forthcoming," he said. 

L ,DCIS011 also believes his agency has been less than forthright, and said that was part of the reason he went public. 

- I'm boots on the ground and I've seen it done (let guns go through) and I had done it and I was instructed to do it almost every day I was dom there. It 
ppened," he said. 1

-1 

hat we were doing in my opinion was wyong. It's not what we do and for my agency to openly and publicly come in and deny we are doing it . I can't 
en fathom it." 

e international Consortium of Investigative Journalists Ricardo Sandoval Palos also contributed to this story. 

Laura Sweeney 
Public Affiars Specialist 
Department of Justice 
laura.sweeney2@usdoj.gov  
202-514-2007 
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